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Abstract—Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) techniques
employed by leading wireless technologies aim at compensating
the high error rates due to radio impairments, but do not offer
any differentiated levels of protection. In this work, we propose
to enable per-packet differentiation of link layer ARQ protection
(in terms of no. of retransmissions) driven by requirements of the
end applications as well as of communication protocols
implemented on the mobile terminal. Experimental results
demonstrate the potential benefits deriving from the proposed
strategy, both on TCP data flows and MPEG-4 video streams.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless technologies represent a networking sector
growing at unprecedented rate. They enable fast and costeffective network organization, deployment and maintenance
and allow users to easily join, leave or switch to other networks
in a simple and possibly transparent way.
Nowadays wireless technologies are mostly considered in
the last mile – connecting end-users to the core of the network,
while leaving transport of data in the core to wired
architectures. As a result, characteristics of wireless links often
determine the performance of entire system in terms of
capacity and time-varying characteristics having a relevant
impact on the user experience.
One of the crucial limitations of wireless networks is
related to the high Bit Error Rate (BER) on the radio link,
considerably reducing the performance of the widely used
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [5].

the worst case introducing constant bandwidth overhead – also
in case of correctly transmitted frames.
The performance of stop-and-wait ARQ schemes is
determined by retry limit parameter, which specifies the
maximum number of retransmission attempts taken for a single
packet delivery. If the retry limit is reached, the frame is
discarded.
In most of wireless network technologies like WiFi,
WiMAX, or cellular networks, the retry limit parameter is
fixed to a default value, computed to provide a certain radio
link BER improvement tuned to an average case (e.g. to
compensate typical levels of signal fading and interference for
predefined packet sizes).
To counteract the resulting non-optimal performance
deriving from such approach, researchers proposed several
techniques [1-3] for making ARQ protocols adaptive to the
radio link conditions and type of modulation employed. This is
achieved by increasing ARQ strength for noisy channels and
decreasing it for errorless channels. Such solutions are able to
keep the BER provided to upper layers (i.e. above the link
layer) of the protocol stack stable.
Summarizing, the use of ARQ protocols, in most of the
wireless technologies deployed nowadays as well as in the
research proposals available in the literature, aims at
compensating radio link bit errors up to the levels in the range
of 10-6 – 10-8 required for enabling a reasonable performance of
the TCP/IP protocol stack.

In order to counteract high BERs, most of the wireless
network technologies employ Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ) protocols at the link layer [4]. Such ARQ protocols are
commonly based on a stop-and-wait error control strategy,
requiring the sender to wait for a positive acknowledgement for
the transmitted frame before continuing with the transmission
of the subsequent frame. Lack of positive acknowledgement
triggers retransmission.

In this work, we argue that further performance
improvement can be achieved by tuning ARQ strength based
on the application requirements and protocol stack operation on
the mobile terminal. Specifically, in the framework of an IEEE
802.11 network, the proposed method allows the mobile
terminal to control ARQ strength through specifying the retry
limit on a per-packet basis by using a feedback channel. This
feedback channel is transparently encapsulated into IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol – avoiding the requirement for
modifications of the standard.

Such choice of ARQ protocols is mainly motivated by their
advantages over Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques in
terms of flexibility and low bandwidth overhead, i.e. ARQ
protocols consume bandwidth only for retransmission of
erroneous frames, while FEC schemes are typically tuned to

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a detailed description on the proposed approach;
Section III presents performance evaluation results for realtime multimedia and TCP-based data transfer scenarios;
Section IV concludes the paper final remarks.
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II.

PROPOSED APPROACH

The
proposed
Context-aware
Receiver-driven
Retransmission Link-Layer Control in Wireless Local Area
Networks (CORREC) approach enables the mobile receiver to
tune the retry limit parameter used at the link layer of the Base
Station (BS) for the transmission of the next frame.
In IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard, each data frame
transmitted at the link layer should be positively acknowledged
by the receiver. The acknowledgement frame (presented in Fig.
1) has a reserved portion of 12 bits, which provides a suitable
place for organizing a feedback channel between the mobile
node and the base station without introducing any additional
overhead and avoiding modifications of the MAC protocol.

importance metric. Specifically, the proposed approach assigns
the highest importance (High Imp) to TCP segments produced
right after each window reduction and decreases it down to the
Low Imp threshold following linear or any other function.
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Figure 2. Packet importance metric for TCP-based data flow.
Figure 1. IEEE 802.11 ACK frame.

In fact, only 4 bits are required for the specification of
maximum retry limit equal to 14, while the value equal to 0 is
used to signal the BS to use the default value for the retry limit.
A. Packet Importance Metric
For the purpose of the paper, we extend the definition of
packet importance, Imp, given in [8] for VoIP flows to the
following:
“The importance of a given packet corresponds to the level
of quality reduction for a given flow in case this packet is lost
during transmission or corrupted at the receiver.”
The notion of flow quality depends on end-to-end
application requirements. For example, for VoIP flows, the
quality can correspond to Mean Opinion Score (MOS) metric
of the flow, for video flows it is commonly represented by
Peak Signal-to-Noise Radio (PSNR), and for file transfer
applications the quality may simply correspond to the average
throughput achieved during the transfer.
B. File Transfer Applications
Most of the data flows transferred on the Internet are TCPbased. Currently, all the packets produced by TCP layer
(connection
setup
packets,
data
segments,
and
acknowledgements) are treated by the link layer equally, i.e.
with the same level of error protection (or same value of retry
limit).
The proposed CORREC approach assigns packets different
levels of importance with an algorithm that captures TCP
semantics, leading to significant performance improvement.
Fig. 2 presents congestion window evolution in TCP New
Reno and the corresponding proposed variation of the packet

Each value of the Imp parameter has a direct
correspondence to the retry limit parameter configured at the
base station for packet transmission at the link layer. In this
paper, we use retry limit = 7 for packets with High Imp and
retry limit = 0 for packets with Low Imp.
The main idea behind the proposed approach is to provide
higher protection on the radio link (and more retransmission
attempts) when congestion window is small and lower
protection for high window values. Indeed, when the
congestion window is small, any link error will trigger window
reduction to its half – unnecessarily reducing the throughput of
the TCP flow. In the opposite case, the impact of the link error
becomes less significant, since the window will be possibly
reduced due to congestion-related losses.
C. Multimedia Applications
CORREC has several applications, ranging from
optimizing TCP-based traffic, to VoIP and real-time
multimedia traffic. In order to evaluate our scheme for the
multimedia traffic case, we selected MPEG-4 video flows
which represent the current coding and transport standard for
video delivery over the Internet.
In brief, a MPEG-4 video is composed of Groups of
Pictures (GOPs). Each GOP includes video frames of three
types. The I-Frames (Intra coded frames) are encoded without
reference to any other frame in the sequence, and are inserted
every 12 to 15 frames as well as at the beginning of a sequence.
Video decoding can start only at an I-frame. P-Frames
(Predicted frames) are encoded as differences from the last Ior P-frame. The new P-frame is first predicted on the basis of
the reference I- or P-frame through motion compensation and
then the prediction error is encoded. B-Frames (Bidirectional
frames) are encoded as the difference from the previous or
following I- or P-frames. B-frames use prediction as for P-
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frames but for each block either the previous or the following Ior P-frame is used.
Due to the correlation property of P- and B-frames, the
effective impact deriving from the loss of an I-frame is much
higher than that of P- or B-frame. In addition, the loss of one
packet may generate error propagation. While the loss of a Bframe does not affect the quality of the consecutive frames, the
loss of an I-frame may disable correct decoding of subsequent
P and B frames. This leads to the conclusion that I-frames are
more important than P-frames, which are more important than
B-frames.
As in wireless LANs a relevant packet loss is expected, we
propose that the portion of the multimedia stream which is
crucial to the overall quality is to be retransmitted with a higher
retry limit, i.e. packets belonging to an I-frame are
retransmitted with retry limit = 7, while packets belonging to a
P-frame and B-frames are retransmitted with a retry limit equal
to 4 and 2, respectively.
Similar reasoning is clearly applicable for H.263 and H.264
encoded video streams.
III.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Scenario Definition
To test the CORREC approach, NS-2 (version 2.31)
network simulator [9] is used. Figure 3 illustrates the
considered simulation wireless-cum-wired scenario, where a
Mobile Node (MN) is receiving a data flow from a server (the
Fixed Host, FH) located on the fixed Internet. The IEEE
802.11b specification parameters, with 11 Mbps physical data
rate, characterize the wireless link between the Base Station
(BS) and the MN. The FH is connected to the Base Station
(BS) using a link providing a data rate of 10 Mbps and oneway delay of 200 ms. The bottleneck buffer located at the BS is
of FIFO (First-In-First-Out) and chosen to be limited to 700
packets.

Figure 3. The simulation scenario.

In the first scenario, an FTP connection (over TCP
protocol) is established between the MN and the FH. TCP/IP
datagram size is 1500 bytes which corresponds to the most
commonly used Ethernet MTU.
In this second scenario, the FH is a video server
transmitting video streams, while the video receiver located at
MN is connected using the wireless link. Several video traces
are used in the experiments. However results are presented in
the paper only for the “Foreman” video sequence, using
MPEG-4 video coding. Video format is Quarter Common
Intermediate Format (QCIF, 176 x 144). GOP structure is

IBBPBBPBBPBBPB. The video trace is composed of 300
frames (10 I-frames, 102 P-frames and 188 B frames) further
divided into IP packets. For our simulation, the employed
integrated simulation tool consists of a MPEG-4 encoder, a
video sender (VS), Network Simulator 2 (ns-2), a MPEG-4
decoder, an evaluate trace (ET) program and a PSNR
calculation program. The integrated environment methodology
was proposed and developed within the framework of EvalVid
[10], enhanced as in [11] for including into NS-2.
The video clip, stored in YUV format, is introduced into an
MPEG-4 encoder, which generates an encoded video stream.
The open-source ffmpeg MPEG-4 encoder and decoder [12]
are used for our experiments. The encoded video stream is read
by the Video Sender (VS) for generating a trace file, which
contains information such as frame type, size, etc. for each
video frame. The trace file is then introduced to the streaming
server in the ns-2 simulator to produce video streams in the
network simulation platform (ns-2). The effect of streaming
video over the network is captured in a streaming client log
file, which is generated by NS-2. The log file contains
information such as timestamp, size and ID of each packet,
both for the client and the streaming server. The trace file and
the log files are used by the Evaluate Trace (ET) program to
generate the corresponding corrupted video files as a result of
transmission over the considered network. The corrupted video
file is then processed by the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) calculation module to evaluate end-to-end video
quality.
Average throughput of TCP connection is chosen as the
main metric for evaluation of the proposed scheme in
application data transfer scenario, while PSNR and the
achieved goodput are the metrics for the second scenario, to
evaluate the advantages enabled by the proposed approach if
applied for multimedia flows.
B. Results: TCP flows
In this scenario, a TCP data flow is considered. Prediction
of the congestion window (cwnd) of the server is performed by
simply counting the number of TCP packets successfully
received between two consequent events of error detection at
the receiver (with three duplicate ACKs). This measure
provides the length of the linear increase phase between two
window reductions. Dividing this length by the difference
between the maximum and the minimum value of the retry
limit, a packet interval is obtained, after which the retry limit is
decreased by 1 from retry limit max = 7 to retry limit min = 0.
Fig. 4 provides a comparison between the achieved TCP
throughput using CORREC approach and the legacy scenario
for variable link error rates. The main advantages come for
PERs higher than 10-4 due to non-congestion related reduction
of window size and unnecessary degradation of TCP
throughput.
C. Results: Multimedia traffic
In the second scenario, a MPEG-4 video flow is transmitted
on the topology presented in Fig. 3. The GOP structure is given
by n (the repetition rate of I-frame in data sequence) and m (the
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repetition of anchor frames – I- or P-frames). For instance, a
GOP structure of IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB has n = 15 and m = 3.
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Figure 6. Number of I-, P- and B- packets correctly received against PER on
the wireless link.
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Figure 4. Performance of CORREC in terms of TCP throughput against
packet error rate.

Fig. 5 compares the achieved PSNR against wireless link
errors in 3 different cases:
1) with no link layer retransmissions performed
(corresponds to with the retry limit equal to 0);
2) with retry limit constantly set to be equal to 3 for all the
outgoing packets; and
3) with dynamic retry limit varied according to the
proposed CORREC approach.
The results demonstrate significant performance
improvement for the latter case (i.e. when CORREC is used).
The quality of video flow remains stable for PERs of up to 10-2.
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Fig. 8 shows sample snapshots of the “Foreman” video for
PER = 0.15, comparing the visual quality in case retry limit = 3
and when CORREC is employed. The resulting PSNR is equal
to 21,88 db for standard scheme and 33,15 db for CORREC.
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Figure 7. Level of improvement in terms of the ratio between packets sent
and packets received of the same type (I, P, and B).
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In this work, a flexible and dynamic per-packet
differentiation of link layer ARQ protection driven by end
application requirements is proposed. The method is applicable
to data, voice and video flows. Experimental results
demonstrate the potential benefits deriving from the proposed
strategy.

Figure 5. PSNR against wireless link errors in case of static settings and with
CORREC enabled.

Fig. 6 shows superposed bars which are presented to
underline the difference between packets successfully received
by MN’s decoder using standard scheme (with retry limit equal
to 3) and CORREC. It also underlines that the gain in video
quality depends on the selective protection of I- and P-frames.
The ratio between the packets sent and packets received is
highlighted in Fig. 7.

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 8. Visual comparison of achieved performance using the legacy scheme (upper) and the proposed scheme (CORREC, lower).

